
Complexity Theoreti Aspets of Property TestingOded GoldreihSome omplexity theorists may view property testers as PCPs of Proximity with-out the proof part. In general, property testing is onerned with approximatedeisions, where the task is distinguishing between objets having a predeterminedproperty and objets that are \far" from having this property. A potential testeris a randomized algorithm that queries the (representation of the) tested objetat loations of its hoie.On the relation between adaptive and non-adaptive query omplexity of graph prop-erties in the adjaeny matrix model. For any �xed property �, let q denote thequery omplexity of (general, i.e., adaptive) testing of �, and Q denote the orre-sponding non-adaptive query omplexity (i.e., whih refers to non-adaptive testersof �). Following is a list of known and onjetured results, where e
 and e� denotebounds with a slakness of a polylogarithmi fator.� Theorem (see [3℄): For any graph property in the adjaeny matrix model,it holds that Q = O(q2).� Theorem in [2℄: There exist graph properties in the adjaeny matrix modelsuh that Q = e�(q). Atually, Q = O(q) and even Q = q are known too.� Theorem in [2℄: There exists a graph property in the adjaeny matrix modelsuh that Q = e�(q4=3).� Theorem in [2℄: There exists a graph property in the adjaeny matrix modelsuh that Q = e
(q3=2).� Conjeture in [2℄: For every integer t > 2, there exists a graph propertyin the adjaeny matrix model suh that Q = e�(q2�(2=t)). This onjetureis supported by a theorem that establish the same relation relation for apromise problem.All existential results are proved using natural graph properties.Hierarhy Theorems for Property Testing. Suh results are proved for three entralmodels of property testing: the general model of generi funtion, the model ofbounded-degree graph properties, and the model of dense graph properties (in theadjaeny matrix model). From a tehnial perspetive, the treatment of the latteris most interesting, sine it raises and resolves various natural questions regardinggraph blow-up. For details, see [1℄.Referenes[1℄ O. Goldreih, M. Krivelevih, I. Newman, and E. Rozenberg, Hierarhy Theorems for Prop-erty Testing in the proeedings of 13th RANDOM, Springer LNCS, Vol. 5687, pages 504-519,2009.[2℄ O. Goldreih and D. Ron, Algorithmi Aspets of Property Testing in the Dense GraphsModel in the proeedings of 13th RANDOM, Springer LNCS, Vol. 5687, pages 520{533,2009.[3℄ O. Goldreih and L. Trevisan, Three Theorems regarding Testing Graph Properties RandomStrutures and Algorithms, Vol. 23 (1), pages 23{57, August 2003.1


